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so often an ordinary word or phrase
becomes a shorthand way of referring to a complex and ge erally ill-defined issue. In the 1960s
"Great Society" came to mean the host of
social and anti-poverty programs established
during the presidential term ofLyndon Johnson.
"Welfare" has changed from a common word
meaning "well-being" to one that describes any
income assistance program, or, more crudely,
any government "hand out."
In the field of education, names and
acronyms like SOQ, World-Class Education,
Goals 2000, Workplace Literacy, and family life
education are frequently used. One term in particular that has settled in for what looks like a
long while is "disparity."

Every city, county,
town, and school
district in Virginia
can point to some
aspect of their
individual program
as "disparate.
JJ

... .... ... ....... ... ......
"Disparity" has become a commonplace
term as a result of a series of legal battles over
educational equity. It is a word intended to
describe unequal systems ofeducation, unequal
access to education, and ultimately any type of
difference in the array of educational services
provided to children. Every city, county, town,
and school district in Virginia can point to some
aspect of their individual program as "disparate." All inequities are real to the affected groups,
but some are more serious than others.
To understand the various facets of this
issue, a review ofthe Commonwealth's education
mission and assignment of responsibilities will
help put into perspective the dynamics and
characteristics of this issue known as "disparity."

L E FRAMEWORK
Two sections of the Virginia C'onstitution
refer to education. The first is Article I (the Bill
of Rights), Section 15, and the second is
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Article VIII. Article I, Section 15 states, in part:
That free government rests, as does all progress,
upon the broadest possible diffusion ofknow1edge, and that the Commonwealth should avail
itself of those talents which nature has sown
so liberally among its people by assuring the
opportunity for their fullest development by
an effective system of education throughout
the Commonwealth.
One body of thought is that the language
"effective system of education" refers implicitly to a
single, consistent, and thus equal system of education. Others point out that the Commonwealth has
a system of education defined as a collection of individual school divisions, all of which are required
to meet the standards of q uali ty referred to in
Article VIII, Sections 1 and 2.

Section 1. Public schools of high quality to
be maintained. The General Assembly shall
provide for a system of free public elementary and secondary schools for all children of
school age throughout the Commonwealth,
and shall seek to ensure that an educational
program of high quality is established and
continually maintained.

Section 2. Standards ofquality; State and local
support of public schools. Standards of
quality for the several school divisions shall
be determined and prescribed from time to
time by the Board of Education, subject to
revision only by the General Assembly.
The General Assembly shall determine the
manner in which funds are to be provided for
the cost of maintaining an educational program meeting the prescribed standards of
quality, and shall provide for the apportionment of the cost of such program between
the Commonwealth and the local units of
government comprising such school divisions.
Each unit of local government shall provide
its portion of such cost by local taxes or from
other available funds.
These three paragraphs establish the following key components of the Commonwealth's
approach to public education:
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1. There will be a high quality system of free
public elementary and secondary schools for
all children.
2. The quality of the system is defined by a foundation program, known as the Standards of Quality

(SOQ), which are determined by the State Board
of Education and the legislature.
3. The legislature decides what shares the Commonwealth and its localities will pay for this foundation
program.
The quality of the education, therefore, is an
explicit reference to the Standards of Quality. These
standards determine not only the program that must
be provided for the children of the Commonwealth,
but also the funds that must be provided.
The other point of clarification in the constitutional framework is the absence of reference to
the governor. The governor does not have a role in
determining the SOQ or the state and local financial shares. The only roles the governor has are
appointing members to the state Board of Education on a staggered basis, and persuading
others-Board members, legislators, and the
public-about necessary changes to the educational
system. The power of persuasion should not be taken
lightly. To say the governor only has power of
persuasion is like saying an illness is only psychosomatic. In both cases, they are very real.

How

EDUCATION
IS PROVIDED
Education is provided by local school divisions that
have boundaries coterminous with the cities, counties, and towns they serve. The Virginia Board of
Education is responsible for dividing the Commonwealth into "school divisions of such geographical
area and school-age population as will promote the
realization of the standards of quality.... " (Code
ofVirginia, §22.1-25) Basically, each city and county
must educate its children either through its own school
division, or jointly with one or more other cities or
counties. Most towns in the state are part ofa county
school system. Two towns, Colonial Beach and West
Point, operate their own public schools. The size of
the local school divisions ranges from 379 students
in mountainous and sparsely-populated Highland
County to 131,771 students in Fairfax County.
Fairfax serves over 13 percent ofthe Commonwealth's
public school pupils. In addition to Highland, ten
of the 133 school divisions statewide have fewer than
1,000 students.
Until recently, Virginia was unique in having
all of its local school boards appointed rather than
elected. In 1992, the legislature authorized election
of school boards as a local option. To date, 96 localities have voted in favor of changing to elected board ,
and the first elections were held this past spring. Only
voters in Danville, Hanover, and Salem have rejected
the measure in public referendum.
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The k y question is whether elected school
boards will make a difference. On the plus side, they
almost certai ly will be more responsive and accountable to the people who elect them. On the negative
side, the continued reliance of the school boards on
the local go ernment bodies for funding makes for
an adversarial relation hip.
Even after the change allowing elected boards,
Virginia rem ins one ofthe few states in which school
divisions do not have taxing authority and are
fiscally depe dent on the local governments. Thus,
local education funding can come from a variety of
revenues, not just the real estate tax-although, practically speaking, only the real estate tax has the capacity
to pay for education.

How

THE SYSTEM IS FUNDED

Many have described the education funding ystem
as complex and confusing. While there is some truth
to this view, the basic components are readily under tandabl . The funding system works a follows:
• Fir t, th minimum reasonable cost per pupil
statewide of meeting the Standards of Quality is
determined.
• Second, that cost per pupil is multiplied by
the average daily membership of each local
school sy tem to establish the total cost ofmeeting the SOQ in each school division.
• Third, the state's one cent sales tax for education i applied to the total SOQ cost for each
locality.
• Fourth, the remaining cost of meeting the
Standards of Quality (the total SOQ cost for
a locality minus the state sales tax the locality
receives) is divided between the Commonwealth and each locality individually, based
on a co posite index of local ability to pay.
• Finally, each locality may supplement the SOQ
program costs to the extent that it is willing
and able.

FuNDING ISSUES
Critics of Virginia's system of funding education
point to three broad areas of concern. The first is
the Standards of Quality. The second is the optional
local upplement for education. The third is the capital
costs of education.

STANDARDS OF QUALITY
Per Pupil Cost. To develop the cost of meeting the
tandards of Quality, data about every individual
school building and class size are gathered, along

with information on the statewide prevailing salaries of teachers. The per pupil cost is based on actual
operating costs incurred by the local schools to provide education. Some local officials, however, argue
that this cost figure is too low. Because it is based
on averages and prevailing costs across the state, some
localities pay less than the state-estimated SOQ cost
per pupil, while others pay more than the estimate.
Average Daily Membership. Currently, the
distribution ofstate aid is based on the prevailing SOQ
co t per pupil multiplied by the number of students
in average daily membership. The practice offunding
based on averages has inherent problems. While the
cost of the SOQ accounts for some of the expense of
educating students with extra needs, the distribution
of funds is based strictly on the number of children in
schools, without factoring in additional expenditures
required for the number and concentration of those
with special (and more costly) needs. The current Standards ofQuality address these costs for special education
and gifted student to a small extent. More work is
neces ary, however, to include extra costs for educating special needs students and recognizing a locality's
unique mix of children.
Sales Tax. A 4.5 cent sales tax is applied to the
sales price of most goods in the Commonwealth, one
cent of which is a local-option sales tax collected by
the state and returned to cities and counties where
officials may pend it for any general purpose. Of
the remaining 3.5 cents, 1 cent is returned to cities
and counties for K-12 education, 2 cents go into the
tate's general fund for general operating purposes,
and the remaining 1/2 cent goes to the state's transportation fund.
The 1 cent of the state's sales tax that is dedicated for education is applied to the cost of meeting
the tandards of Quality. It is subtracted first ("off
the top"), before the state and local shares are calculated. The amount of sales tax for education sent
to each locality is based on the school-age population of each locality, regardles of whether or not
these children attend local public schools. For some
local school systems, this method ofdistribution helps
offset some of the negative effects of upper- and
middle-class flight from public to private schools.
It is also the source of much debate from those who
argue that it is inappropriate to send money to
divisions for children who do not attend the public
schools.
Composite Index. In 1974 the Commonwealth
began using a composite index of local "ability to
pay" to equalize state funding for education. "Equalizing" means that the state distributes the majority
of its funds for education in a way that offsets some
of the deficiencies in a locality's revenue base. In
other words, the intent is that the state ensures that
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each locality can provide the foundation program
of education through a combination of local and
state funds. The "poorer" a locality, the greater the
state funds going to that locality.
The composite index probably receives more
attention than any other facet of education funding, since it determines how much money each locality
must pay to meet the SOQ. A seemingly small change
of one percentage point in a local composite index
can mean as much as $3.3 million per year in state
funding to a single locality.
The composite index is a measure oflocal ability
to pay that includes the true value of real estate,
local taxable retail sales, and adj usted gross income.
Real estate and retail sales are used because they are
important local tax sources. Adjusted gross income
is used as a substitute for all other local revenue sources,
which are difficult to measure individually. Each of
the three components is assigned a weight that
reflected the average local reliance on that revenue
source in 1970, when the formula was developed.
Real estate is assigned a weight of 50 percent in the
composite index because in 1970, halfoflocal-source
revenues were generated from the real estate tax.
The local option sales tax generated 10 percent of
local-source revenues in 1970; other local revenues
accounted for the remaining 40 percent. These
weights have not been altered since thetormula's
inception.
T otallocal population and average daily school
membership are used to standardize these three revenue sources. The total value of the local revenue
base would be meaningless without including how
many people reside in the locality or how many
students need to be educated. The population component is given a 1/3 weight, while average daily
membership is given a 2/3 weight. In effect, the use
of these two measures shows how much revenue
per person a locality has access to, and how much
revenue per student the locality can tap.
The local composite index determines each
locality's share of SOQ costs (after the sales tax is
subtracted). The local share can be no higher than
80 percent, and there is no "floor." Currently the
smallest local share-16.28 percent-is required of
Lee County (Southwest Virginia).
Two major changes have been made to the
composite index since 1974. The first was a shift
from personal income to adjusted gross income as a
proxy for all other so~rces of revenue, due to a change
in data availability.
The second change was an annual increase in
the average share of costs paid by the state. The
average state share was 50 percent from 1974 to
1987-88. But in the 1988-89 school year, it increased
by one percentage point, with one-percentage-point

increases in -each following year. In 1992-93, the
last slated increase moved the state's share to 55
percent. As the state's average share increases, the
local shares decrease through a lowering of each
composite index. Offsetting the increase in the state
share of the SOQ was a gradual decrease in its share
of teacher fringe benefit costs, from 100 percent to
55 percent. For some localities, the combination of
these two changes was a net decrease in state funds,
while for others the effect was a net increase. Overall, the changes saved the state money.
Four concerns are commonly expressed about
the composite index.
1. The weights assigned to the three revenue sources
are based on statewide averages and may not
reflect their relative importance in an individual
locality.
2. These weights have not been updated since the
index was developed, and therefore the composite index does not necessarily reflect the current
statewide importance of each source.
3. Better proxies than adjusted gross income may
be available and, as data improve, other revenue
sources could be factored into the composite
index to decrease the reliance on a proxy measure for all other tax bases.
4. With respectto- the 2/3 average daily membership (ADM) weight and the 1/3 population
weight, neither measure is perfect and the weights
are purely arbitrary. The heavy weight on ADM
helps localities with a large proportion of school
age children in public schools, but it hurts those
where large numbers of families have "fled" the
public school system. Conversely, it can be argued that the size of the local population does
not necessarily bear relevance to the need for
education funds.
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SUPPLEMENTS

Some observers argue that the state's system of
establishing and financing the Standards of Quality is not the problem. Instead, they contend the
problem is that the optional local supplement
results in unequal education funding, because some
localities have more ability to raise funds than other
localities. For example, in 1990, a one-cent hike in
the real estate tax in Fairfax County would generate
about $7.8 million, while the same increase in Clifton
Forge would generate $7,600. Fairfax County has
many more students to educate and must pay for
services for a large and diverse population. Yet it is
undeniably difficult for Clifton Forge to pay for
education costs from local revenues, when hiring a
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the Literary Fund loan subsidy grant program. The
Literary Fund was established in 1810 and provides
low-interest loans to local governments. Interest rates
are based on the local composite index-the poorer
the locality, the lower the interest rate. Literary Fund
monies come from repayments of loans, unclaimed
property, certain fines, fees and forfeitures, unclaimed
lottery winnings, and interest earnings. As a result
of the state's diversion of Literary Fund revenues in
the late 1980s and early 1990s to help balance the
general fund budget, there have been no loans since
January 1991. Over $101 million was taken from
the Literary Fund in FY1992 as a result of dire state
fiscal problems. This situation appears to be changing, with only $35 million proposed to be diverted
from the Fund in FY1996.
The second state funding program is the VPSA.
This program was established in 1963 to provide
market access to localities having a strong AA bond
rating (which results in a lower interest rate than
many localities could achieve on their own).
A hybrid ofthese programs is the Literary Fund
loan subsidy grant program, which uses grants from
the Literary Fund to lower the costs ofVPSA loans.
This program sought to give localities the same "package" that a Literary Fund loan would have given
them (if there were Literary Funds to give).
While each program has limited funds to provide subsidies, they offer an additional benefit to
counties and certain cities: These jurisdictions can
borrow money without going to public referendum
for approval.
Capital cost is a heavy responsibility for local
governments. The quality of the public school facilities in each locality is based on the locality's ability
and willingness to provide funds. This situation is
in contrast to the Standards of Quality, in which a
base level is guaranteed and shared by the state, with
"aspirational" levels ofeducation based on local ability
CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Local governments are responsible for funding school and willingness. Critics of the current system argue
capital costs, and the magnitude of that responsibility that the state needs to assume a greater financial
is substantial and increasing. In FY1987, local gov- role. Several legislative studies have examined the
ernments spent $158 million on debt service (principal issue over time, but the stumbling block has been
and interest) for education projects. By FY1993, that lack of money.
sum had more than doubled to $385 million per year.
Outstanding local debt for education projects has
increased from $1.3 billion in FY1987 to $2.8 billion
GOVERNOR'S COMMISSION
in FY1993. U.S. Senator Everett Dirksen (Illinois) is ON EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY
attributed as saying, "A few million here and a few FOR ALL VIRGINIANS
million there and pretty soon you're talking about real In January 1990, as one of his first official actions
money." These figures are indeed "real money," even as governor, L. Douglas Wilder established a Comin comparison to the $2.6 billion spent annually by mission on Educational Opportunity for All
localities for th operating costs of education.
Virginians. The blue ribbon group, chaired by former
The state operates three programs to assist Delegate Willard L. Lemmon with former Delegate
localities with school construction: the Literary Fund, Dorothy S. McDiarmid as vice-chair, was charged
the Virginia Public School Authority (VPSA), and with "advising the Governor and the General

new teacher would raise the real estate tax by 4 cents.
On the other side of the coin, Virginia's
citizens value decision-making at the local level. There
is a premium placed on enabling each locality to
make individual decisions about the services received
by its reside ts.
A more controversial argument holds that it
is not only local ability that prevents localities from
spending local revenues on education; it is also the
lack of local aspiration. In other words, some localities do not make enough local "effort" for
education.
If total local funding for education is compared with the adjusted gross income of the residents
of each locality, the highest effort is made in Surry
County (Southside Virginia), Bath County, Norton
City (Southwest Virginia), Charlottesville City,
Dickenson County (Southwest Virginia), Louisa
County, Norfolk City, Fairfax City (Northern Virginia), Highland County, and Richmond City. High
levels of local effort for education exist in a broad
mix of rural counties, inner cities, and both affluent and non-affluent jurisdictions.
Another way of assessing local effort for education is to compare the amount a locality spends
on education to the amount it is required to pay to
match the tandards of Quality. It is not uncommon for a locality to pay 50 percent more for its
education program than is required to meet the Standards of Quality. The cities of Charlottesville, Falls
Church, and Richmond pay about three times as
much as is required by the state. Dickenson County
in Southwest Virginia and Prince William County
in orthern Virginia pay over twice as much as the
state requires. Very few localities pay only what is
required by the state.

High levels of local
effort for education
exist in a broad mix
of rural counties,
inner cities, and
both affluent
and non-affluent
• jurisdictions.
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Assembly on how the Commonwealth could further address and overcome differences in educational
programs in Virginia's public schools."
The report of the "Disparity Commission" (as
it became known) began by quoting Governor Colgate
Darden from 1964: "We should set as our goal schools
that will ensure to every child in Virginia, without
regard to the area in which that child happens to
live, an opportunity for a first-rate public school
education." 1
In his remarks to the Commission, Secretary
of Education James W. Dyke, Jr. acknowledged,
"there continues to be an unacceptable disparity in
available educational opportunities." 2 The Commission reported:

the SOQ; however, the Commission felt that
increasing the standards was not enough. The SOQ
focuses on inputs (the number of course offerings
and number of teachers provided) rather than outputs (what students are learning and achieving). The
COlumission believed that the state's foundation
program should establish what children are reg uired
to learn, not what is required to have available to
them in the school building. Further, if Virginia
wants to improve what children learn, an effective
way to assess the learning must be developed. The
Commission said, "several factors suggest that continuing to prescribe [courses] or staffing levels can
only achieve equity of educational opportunity if
educational opportunity continues to be defined as
what we put in rather than what we get out -learned
students." 5
Per pupil expenditures vary state-wide from
about $3,300 to $7,800, a $4,500 difference
With respect to pupil equity, the Commis[in 1990-91]. The number of academic course
sion found that poverty was a significant factor in
offerings in high schools across Virginia vardetermining educational success. The local compo it
ies from 39 in one di trict to 164 in another.
index was a poor measure of the poverty of indiAverage reading and math test scores vary by
viduals living in that locality. Thus, even though
nearly 50 points at the fourth, eighth, and elevthe state funding formula took into consideration
enth grade levels. The percentage of students
the local tax bases, it did not sufficiently recognize
passing the inaugural Literacy Passport Test,
the number or percentage of children living in povgiven in 1989, ranged from a high of 86 pererty in each jurisdiction. The Commission
cent in one division to a low of 29-p rc nt i
recommended that arly
u ation, h 1 h, and
another. Dropout rates vary from over 13 pernutrition programs be targeted to economically discent to zero. 3
advantaged families. Even though these program
are expen ive, their long-term individual and sociUsing this summary as a context for its work, etal benefits far exceed the costs. Emphasis also wa
the Commission determined to look at three types of recommended for "special needs" students, by
equity: program equity, pupil equity, and fiscal expanding the SOQprovisions to include the added
equity. Program equity looks at the courses and pro- costs of vocational, remedial, and gifted programs
grams available to students in the various school divisions. and related services for handicapped children.
In the fiscal equity area, the Commission
Pupil equity acknqwledges that pupil come to school
with innate difference and that the education pro- recognized that funding plays a major role in the
grams must be geared to overcome or enhance tho e education process. It "acknowledged that legitimate
unique student characteristics. Fi cal equity measures differences in education funding exist"-including
the extra costs of educating special need tudents,
the dollars available to provide education.
The Commis ion submitted its summary re- different labor markets, physical factors affecting
port to the governor and legislature in February 1991 transportation expenditures, and economie ofscale.
and made its final report in August 1991. The "Therefore, the Commission did not identify equal
Commission's first conclusion was that "all divisions, per pupil funding across all districts as a goal, or
regardless of their local wealth, currently exceed the focus on measuring the current level of fiscal disstandards [SOQ] ... suggest[ing] that the divisions parity in the Commonwealth." 6
A package of changes to the funding system
view the [SOQ] as too minimal to provide a quality
was recommended, in conjunction with changes in
foundation program." 4
In the program equity area, even the poorest the Standard of Quality. In this way, the foundajurisdictions exceeded the program requirement of tion program would be improved, the total "pie"
of education funding would be increased, and the
state-local funding split would be improved.
1 GOY rnor's Commi ion on
ducational pponunity For All
Recommended change included: (1) recognizing
Virginians, Final Report, Augu t 1991, p. 1.
Ibid., at 25.
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3Id.
4 Id., at 3.

5 Id., at

5

6 Id., at 11
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TABLE 1
Governor Wilder's Plan for Improving Educational Opportunities for All Virginians
Long-term Strategies

Short-term Strategies

• World class standards of education
with assessment of student learning

• At-risk funding for students on the federal
free lunch program

• Costs based on student needs

• Funding for instructional materials/equipment

• Capital costs shared by the state

• Assistance for teacher recruitment

• Technological changes to instructional programs

• Funding for children for whom
English is not their native language

• Efficiency in local schools

... excellence
demanded an
approach that
leveled up the low
achieving divisions
rather than leveling
down the high
achieving. To do
otherwise would
be to guarantee
mediocrity

• Enhanced leadership training
for superintendents and principals
• Professional development for
teachers and administrators
• Reduced class sizes in theearly grades
• Revised Composite Index

costs of prevailing practices in local divisions rather
than statewide averages, and recognizing the additional costs of special needs students and students
living in poverty; (2) changing the composite index
to refl.ect more accurately local fiscal capacity, equalized local effort, and taxpayer ability to pay; (3)
requiring a minimum level of and no cap on local
effort, equalizing the sales tax and distributing it
based on average daily membership; and (4) increasing
the maximum local share of the SOQ from 80 percent to 85 or 90 percent. The Commission stressed:
in seeking solutions to disparity where it was
found, [we were] guided by the belief that continuing to allow for excellence demanded an
approach that leveled up the low achieving
divisions rather than leveling down the high
achieving. To do otherwise would be to guarantee mediocrity. 7

GOVERNOR'S PLAN
Governor Wilder and Secretary of Education James
W. Dyke, Jr., after spending several months reviewing
the Commi sion' recommendations, submitted a
plan to the 1992 General Assembly. Their top priority wa to restore full funding of the state share of
the SOQ, since budget presses had forced about $90
million in reductions to local school funding in the
1991-92 school year. Replacing this sum, and the
normal increase in operating costs, required an
7

rd.,

at

14.

additional $360 million in the 1992-94 biennium,
which Governor Wilder included in his budget proposal to the 1992 legislature.
The governor also submitted for legislative
debate and action a "Plan for Improving EducationalOpportunitie for All Virginians," which was
a blueprint for the legislature to follow in order to
attack the problem of educational disparity. The
plan acknowledged that "achieving excellence and
solving the problem of disparity will require both
long- and short-term strategies." The long-term strategies would result in fundamental changes to the
education system. The short-term strategies were
affordable programs to address discrete, existing problems that could be implemented immediately "to
improve the position of many of our disparate communities." (see Table I).
The governor's plan observed the critical need
for the Commonwealth to improve its educational
sy tem but also noted the financial constraint that
made change difficult. The plan attempted to deal
with the immediate concerns for the poorer areas
of the state, without 10 ing sight of the broader goal
of r vamping the entire ystem of education for the
Commonwealth.

LEGISLATIVE RESPONSE
"Disparity" became a major topic of discussion following the report of the Governor's Commission.
However, the 1992 General As emblywas also faced
with scarce resources and growing human services
needs. Changes in membership of the legislature as
a result of redistricting meant that many legislators

7
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Chairman
Hunter B. Andrews
said that pursuing
an exclusively
fiscal solution
to educational
disparity would be
folly, and that
instead the state
should focus on
meaningful changes
to school programs.
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entered the 1992 session with little or no working
knowledge of public education.
After concerted effort by the administration,
legislators, and their staff, a package of $74 million
in initiatives was enacted, addressing some of the
most critical needs facing the Commonwealth's school
divisions. The four initiatives included a new focus
on poverty as a major obstacle in educational achievement. The budget language stated that the "At-Risk
Add-On" funding "recognizes the additional costs
of educating economically disadvantaged children
and the costs resulting from high concentrations of
these children."
Despite the financial obstacles, the legislature
and the governor agreed to this package of disparity
initiatives as a first step towards addressing the issue. All parties acknowledged that more should be
done; however, at the same time, the legislature felt
the need for additional information about the dimensions of the problem.
In the 1994 budget session (1993 was an "off'
year for budget work), the legislature enacted changes
in four other areas: class sizes in grades kindergarten through three in schools with high concentrations
of poverty were reduced; pre-school programs for
at-risk four-year-olds were expanded; additional
educational technology was provided; and parental
involvement in the schools was encouraged. In his
remarks to the Senate Finance Committee, Chairman Hunter B. Andrews said that pursuing an
exclusively fiscal solution to educational disparity
would be folly, and that instead the state should
focus on meaningful changes to school programs
(see Table 2).
The legislature attempted to put the disparity programs in the Code ofVirginia, to ensure that
they were permanently in place and not subject to
the vagaries of the annual budget process. House
Bill (HB 947, Delegate Cranwell) was passed overwhelmingly (94-1 in the House and 39-0 in the
Senate), but was vetoed by Governor Allen on the
basis that the goals for lower staffing ratios were
unfunded mandates on local governments.
The legislature continues its Commission on
Equity in Public Education, chaired by Senator
Stanley Walker with Delegate Paul Councill as the
vice-chair. This body was charged initially with
reviewing the work and plans on the disparity issue
from Governor Wilder, the Commission on Educational Opportunity, and the State Board of
Education. This group now continues to examine
educational disparity and provide the General
Assembly with in-depth understanding of ways to
improve the educational system.
While this incremental method was slower than
some had hoped for, it was a solid beginning. It is

all too tempting to react swiftly to an important
issue, and then later see if the "quick fix" worked. It
is much more difficult to spend the time understanding the many facets of the complex issue, and
to take a well-mapped course.
How the Allen administration will address the
disparity issue is yet unknown. The veto ofHB 947
is not necessarily an indication of his views on disparity. To date the Allen administration appears to
focus on at-risk programs for children, along lines
similar to the Wilder administation. At the same
time, much emphasis has been placed on the work
of the Governor's Commission on Champion
Schools. Even though disparity is on the future
agenda of the Commission, its interim recommendations included a call for legislation to authorize
local school boards to enter into performance-based
contracts with teachers, parents, and others to
establish"charter schools" that can offer specialized
curricula and are free from many regulation applicable to regular public schools.

LITIGATION
On a parallel track to the discussions about education in the executive and legislative branches was the
disparity litigation that worked its way from circuit
court to the Virginia Supreme Court between 1991
and 1994. The crux of the litigation was the allegation that the Commonwealth's system of funding
education was unconstitutional because it failed to provide a "uniform system of public education which
provides children throughout the Commonwealth with
a substantially equal opportunity." The complainants
cited a number of disparities including:

1. State and local funding for general education
in Virginia is 2 1/2 times greater in certain
school divisions than in others, ranging from
$2,895 per pupil to $7,268 per pupil;
2. The average salaries for classroom teachers is
39% higher in certain localities than in others, ranging from $27,471 in the ten poorest
school divisions to $38,095 in the ten wealthiest
school divisions;
3. The ten wealthiest school divisions have an
average instructional personnel to pupil ratio
which is 24% higher than the ratio in the ten
poorest school divisions, ranging from 81.8
instruction personnel per thousand pupils in
the former to 66.2 instructional personnel per
thousand pupils in the latter;
4. Spending for in tructional mat rials is almost
12 times greater in certain school divisions
than in others, ranging from $17.52 per
pupil to nearly $208 per pupil, and spending
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TABLE 2
State Funding to Address Educational Disparity, 1992-94
IMPROVEMENT
Funding to address poverty

1994-96

1992-94
$46.5 million for the bienniumAt-Risk Add-on

$57.9 million for the biennium-At-Risk Add-on
$76 million in the biennium targeted for schools
with high concentrations of poverty-to reduce
staffing ratios in grades K-3 to either 20:1 or 18:1
(based on level of poverty)
$10.3 million in the biennium for pre-school
programs for at-risk four-year-olds who are not
currently served in a federal program

Building maintenance

$17.6 million in the biennium
to assist localities with critical
building maintenance needs

$12.1 million for the biennium
to assist localities with critical
building maintenance needs

Enrollment loss

$4.7 million in "transitional"
funding in the biennium
for school divisions with a
declining student population

$2.8 million in "transitional" funding
in the biennium for school divisions
with a declining student population

$3.8 million in the biennium

$4.1 million in the biennium

Students for whom English
is a second language

Educational technology funds

$15.9 million in the biennium for grants
to middle and high schools to provide items
for their comprehensive technology plan

Miscellaneous

$1.3 million for a Homework Assistance prcgram
to assist students in grades 3-5 in those schools
with very high levels of poverty (above 60% of
students on free lunch program)

SOURCE: Author's compilation of state budget information.

for library books and supplies is more than
22 times greater in certain divisions than others, ranging from $2.22 per pupil to almost
$50 per pupil; and
5. The disparity in State and local funding
between the highest-funded and lowest-funded
school divisions has widened, increasing by
almost 14% between the 1987-88 and the
1989-90 school years, from $3,844 per pupil
to $4,372 per pupil. 8
These disparities, it was alleged, produce significant
interdistrict differences in the quality of education
that can be offered.
8 Melvin R. Hughe ,J L, Judge, Circuit ourt of the City of Richmond, lett r (0 Andrew P. Miller, Esq, and Paul J. Forch, Esq,
November 20, 1992.

One of the ironies of the lawsuit was its
timing, making the objects of the litigation: a State
Board ofEducation president from rural, poor Southwest Virginia (former state Senator James Jones);
two graduates ofsegregated schools (Governor Wilder
and Secretary of Education Dyke); and an attorney
general (Mary Sue Terry) from rural, poor Patrick
County whose parents were educators. Each had
advocated and worked for educational equity and
now each had to defend the state's system.
The litigants (children in seven school divisions) were hopeful of a successful outcome in part
because of successful lawsuits in Kentucky, West
Virginia, and other states. But, as the court's final
decision underscored, the key factor is the education language in the state constitution.
To make a short story of three years of litigation, the Richmond Circuit Court and the Virginia
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Supreme Court observed that "the General Assembly is the ultimate authority for determining arid
prescribing the standards of quality for the school divisions." In the clearest language possible, the state
Supreme Court said, "While the elimination of subtantial disparity between chool divisions may be a
worthy goal it simply is not required by the Constitution. Consequently, any relief to which the students
(the plaintiffs) may be entitled must come from the
GeneralAssembly." ince the United tates upreme
Court (San Antonio Independent Schoof District v.
Rodriguez, 1973) had determined education to be a
tate issue, the Virginia upreme Court wa the final
appeal.

CNCLUSION
Will di parity ever be eliminated? Probably not, just
as there will always be poverty and crime in society.
Perhaps the better question i : Will disparities be lessened enough to guarantee an appropriate level of
education for children in the Commonwealth regardless
of where th y live? Is the letter of the law enough?
The basic problem is the inadequacy of the
foundation program. Localities that are willing and
able to supplement the OQ to raise the level of
education programs may do so; in places with
limited ability or willingness to supplement, the

children suffer. Clearly, the standards must be revised to ensure an appropriate education for all
children.
In recent years, reports on the condition of
education in the Commonwealth usually arrived at
the same conclusion as Governor Wilder's Commission on Educational Opportunity for All
Virginians: "the (school) divisions view the current
tandards as too minimal to provide a quality foundation education. The extent to which the standard
are exceeded reflects local aspiration and divisional
wealth and contributes to disparity." 9 The State
Board of Education and the legislature mu t determine what the business and higher education
communities require of high school graduates, and
the Standards of Quality must be et to reflect tho e
expectations. Changing the focus of the SOQ from
inputs (such as staffing ratios) to a combination of
inputs and measurable results may be the way to set
the standards at an adequate level.
The state also must assume a greater portion
of basic foundation costs. Education is a statewide
need and priority, and it makes sense for Virginia
to use it broad-based resources, rather than relying

9 Governor's Commission on Educational Opportunity for A.\\
Virginian, Final Report) p. .

Chronology of Events, Educational Disparity Litigation
- - - - - 1990 - - - - -

the "current system of funding public elementary and secondary schools" unconstitutional.

• January. Governor establishes Commission on Educational

Opportunity for all Virginians, headed by former delegates
Bill Lemmon (chair) and Dorothy McDiarmid (vice-chair).

• November 25. Governor Wilder attempts to "pick up" the

• May. Coalition for Equity in Educational Funding (primarily

• December 5. Judge rules that Governor can pick it up. Then ...

unserved suit from the Circuit Court.

rural school boards) forms to investigate options to solve the
problems of educational disparity.
---,---,---,-..,.- 1992 - - - - - - - - - 1991 - - , - - - - • February. Interim report of Commission sent to governor and

General Assembly.

• January 3. Coalition decides to withdraw suit because they

are heartened by the discussions of the legislative commission looking at disparity (Commission on Equity in Public
Education). They state their belief that the legislature will take
appropriate action to remedy disparities.

• August. Final report of Commission sent to governor and

General Assembly,
• September 17. Coalition Steering Committee announces that

10'

• January 9. Governor submits his Plan for Improving Educa-

tional Opportunities for All Virginians. This is a 6-year plan
that includes short-term and long-term solutions and programmatic as well as financial reforms.

it will "file but not serve" a suit to force the State to provide an
equitable system of education for all elementary and secondary students throughout the Commonwealth.

• January 14. The legislative Commission on Equity in Public

• November 20. Coalition of primarily rural school boards files

Education meets to review the governor's plan and to continue its study. By resolution, it supports the governor's plan.

"but does not serve" suit in Richmond City Circuit Court, alleging that "the Commonwealth has failed to create a system,
i.e., a uniform system, of public education which provides children throughout the Commonwealth with a substantially equal
educational opportunity." The suit asks that the court declare

• March. General Assembly appropriates $74 million in

"disparity initiatives.'
• April 1O. Coalition for Equity votes to re-file its suit.
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on local property taxes to pay for education. For
the state to live up to its educational commitment,
it should raise the quality standards and then appropriately fund the foundation program. The
question of local supplements should be one of exceeding an adequate level as determined by the SOQ,
rather than using local funds to ensure adequacy.
In the 1995 session, the Virginia Education
Association (VEA) will propose a constitutional
amendment that the legislature "shall ensure that
an educational program of high quality is established
and continually maintained," rather than the current language that the legislature "seek to ensure"
this objective. In addition, VEA will recommend
that the state pay the preponderance of the costs.
This is a good time to deal with improving
the SOQ for several reasons. First, the educational
system needs revamping to meet the challenges of
the rapidly changing technological era. This objective can be approached by raising and refocusing
the SOQ. Second, we are only as strong as our weakest
parts. The Commonwealth cannot be an economic
contender if th re are unskilled, undereducated, and
unemployable people in pockets of poverty across
the state. Third, there are two economic development plu es inherent in having a high quality of
education: the state can guarantee a well-qualified
labor pool, and it can offer an excellent education

• June 12. New suit (Reid Scott, et al. v. Commonwealth of
Virginia) filed in Richmond City Circuit Court by eleven public
school students and seven school boards (same coalition backing as November 199.1 suit). Again, the suit alleges that the
Commonwealth's system of funding education is unconstitutional because it fails to provide a "uniform system of public
education which provides children throughout the Commonwealth with a substantially equal educational opportunity."
• July 7. Attor ey General's office files a Respondents'
Demurrer, saying (in part) that there is no constitutional mandate of equal spending per pupil among the school divisions.
The demurrer also said that the legislative branch of state
government (not the judicial) has exclusive jurisdiction in the
issue of educational funding, and that the wrong respondents
were named. [The suit named the Board of Education, the
Secretary of Education, and the Superintendent of Public
Instruction, none of whom have the authority to change
educational funding.]

program for the children ofcorporate families looking
at new sites. Finally, it is time to take seriously the
business community's admonition that government
needs to operate like a business. If the Commonwealth is serious about good education, it should
make a clear and convincing constitutional guarantee ofquality education as an investment in the future
of the state as a competitive force.
The Supreme Court ofVirginia did not say that
educational disparities did not exist, nor did it say that
the current system was appropriate or fair. The court
did not say that educational quality should be determined on a locality-by-Iocality basis. In other words,
the court did not give a ringing endorsement to the
current system, as many seemed to interpret from the
ruling. What it determined was that any elimination
of educational disparity must come from the General
Assembly.
It would be a misreading of the court's opinion
to conclude that the disparity issue has been settled.
Instead, the court reaffirmed the division of responsibilities set forth in the Virginia Constitution: the General
Assembly bears responsibility for providing the educational program for elementary and secondary students.
The 1995 session and the sessions throughout the rest
ofthe century will determine whether positive changes
to our system will ensure that children are educated
well in all parts of the Commonwealth. •

Here the complainants do not allege that the present
funding system has failed to reach the Standards of Quality.
There has been no argument that the Standards of Quality
are not being met by any of the complainant school
districts .... Likewise, the complainants have not al- .
leged that the localities are not able to meet the Standards
of Accreditation. Further, and perhaps most importantly,
they do not allege that the Standards of Quality or
Accreditation are inadequate to ensure the 'high quality'
education mandated by the Virginia Constitution...
If the complainants wish to argue that to achieve 'high
quality,' or a 'minimum' quality of education, the
Standards of Quality should prescribe programs substantially equal among the districts, that argument can be
made to the General Assembly."
The judge tells the complainants that they "may stand on
the allegations as made or they may file an amended Bill of
Complaint."

- - - - - 1993 - - - - • September 24. Oral arguments are heard on the state's
demurrer.
• November 20. Judge Melvin R. Hughes, Jr., sustains the
respondents' demurrer, saying that the Virginia Constitution
does not now mandate equality of funding for school divisions
in Virginia, except for meeting minimum educational standards.
In his letter, Judge Hughes points out better arguments to be
made rather than the equal spending argument. He says:

• April 1. Appeal to the Coalition's disparity lawsuit is filed in
the Supreme Court of Virginia.
• April 26. Brief in Opposition to the appeal is filed in the
Supreme Court.

- - - - - 1994 - - - - • April 15. Supreme Court affirms the Circuit Court's judgment.
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From the Editor
As noted last month, after 11 years as
editor Sandra Wiley has passed the baton to
the Cooper Center director so she can take
on new professional challenges. In addition
to her ongoing work directing the Center's
communications and marketing division,
Ms. Wiley has been serving as transition assistant director of the newly-established
Virginia Institute of Government.
I would like to take this opportunity
to salute Ms. Wiley for her outstanding contributions as News Letter editor. She certainly
leaves "big shoes to fill!" Ms. Wiley has agreed

to serve as editorial advisor, so we will
continue to benefit from her counsel. Joining the News Letter team as editorial assistant
is Susanne Harris, a University of Virginia
law student from Norfolk.
The editorial team pledges to maintain
the high standards of quality established by
our predecessors. We will strive to enhance
the News Letter's role as the authoritative
source ofinformative, provocative, and timely
ideas and insights on contemporary and
emerging issues in the Commonwealth. Your
suggestions and reactions are always welcome!
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